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ABSTRACT
In optimization problem, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm (ACO) have
been known as good alternative techniques. GA is designed by adopting the natural evolution process,
while ACO is inspired by the foraging behaviour of ant species. This paper presents a hybrid GA-ACO for
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), called Genetic Ant Colony Optimization (GACO). In this method, GA
will observe and preserve the fittest ant in each cycle in every generation and only unvisited cities will be
assessed by ACO. From experimental result, GACO performance is significantly improved and its time
complexity is fairly equal compared to the GA and ACO.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the powerful optimization methods based on the process of
natural evolution[1]. The survival of the fittest idea is adopted to provide a different searching
technique which explores selected possible solution to obtain good result. Due to the performance
problem in GA during the searching, several works have been done aiming at it by, such as, the
development of the selection mechanism strategy[2], adaptive mutation probability and GA
operator improvement[3], and elitism selection mechanism enhancement through successive
generations using threshold values[4]. In this paper, the same goal is proposed by incorporating
GA with Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) as one of bio inspired approaches to solve Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP). The algorithm will seek the shortest path from the nest to the food
source by maintaining the fittest ant. ACO is selected because it has good performance on solving
TSP. However, ACO lacks of capability of melioration when searching is progressing[5]. Hence,
the performance of both algorithms, GA and ACO, in solving TSP is aimed.
GA and ACO are enlightened by biologic evolutionism[6]. In GA, the solution in each generation
is evolved and improved as the chromosome performing fitness enhancement. Meanwhile in
ACO, the TSP solution is improving from the process of seeking the optimal path between the
nest and the source of food. Thus, both techniques are combined in order to achieve the best
solution using not only the ant colony instinct to find a path, but also equipped by individual
capability having good fitness.
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The structure of this paper is as follows: a review on how important to solve TSP and techniques
that are used are presented in the following section. Section 3 describes the proposed hybrid
model. In section 4 the result and the discussion are shown. Finally, the conclusion is provided at
the last section.

2. SOLVING TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a Non-deterministic Polynomial-time (NP-Hard) problem
in combinatorial optimization area [7] and common among the researchers. TSP is able to
represent many practical cases to validate a new developed algorithm and literally
understandable[7][8][9]. However in the other side, NP-Hard is also characterized by its
unrealistic computational time in problem solving. In Given a list of cities and their pairwise
distances, TSP will then find a shortest possible tour that visits each city exactly once and return
to the first visit. There are two types of TSP applications, either implemented directly or adopted
as framework, such as transportation problem, logistic distribution problem, delivery order
problem, minimum spanning tree (MST) for communication network, electricity network or water
pipelining, and machine flow shop scheduling[10]. Some different types of TSP are Symmetric,
Asymmetric, and Hamiltonian[11]
Many known approaches have been applied to resolve TSP, such as heuristic method, operational
research, and other natural inspired algorithms. Among them, GA and ACO are the most
interesting methods for researchers. Both have pros and cons that look complementary to each
other. That is the main motivation to combine GA and ACO. The next section is the review on
both methods used and some related works on those combinations.

2.1. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a computational method designed to simulate the evolution processes
and natural selection in organism[12], which follows the sequence as generating the initial
population, evaluation, selection, crossover, mutation, and regeneration, see Figure 1[13]. The
initial population becomes important as this represents the solution and it is normally randomly
generated. Using a problem specific function, the population is then evaluated. GA will select
some of them, based on certain probability, that will mate in the next process. Crossover and
Mutation will be performed to them to get a new and better ones. The idea of GA is that the new
generation of solution should be better than the previous one. This process is repeated until some
stopping criteria are reached.
GA is vastly applicable in many optimization problems as this method does not need a good
initial knowledge of the problem solved in the nature; it is considered the pros of GA. In addition,
this algorithm is possible to find the global optimum and well adapted to the problem[14]. On the
other hand, GA is easy to fall into premature convergence that makes the best solution difficult to
be achieved; and GA also needs longer processing time for problem with large data are
considered as its disadvantages[14][15]

2.2. Ant Colony Optimization
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a computational method that is inspired from the way of ant
colony seeking the shortest path from the food resource to the nest without visual aid[17]. In their
searching, ants deposit a certain amount of pheromone while walking to form a line and
communicate with other ants. Those that could not smell the pheromone, they keep travelling at
random route. The pheromones of certain path is enhancing when more ants are attractively
tracking on it to obtain the shortest one. The ACO flow is depicted in Figure 2[18]. The ant
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algorithm is started by spreading out the ants randomly to every city to be set as the initial city for
the respective ant. Such ant will select the next city based on certain probability as in equation
(2). This probability is a function of pheromone matrix, distance matrix, and parameters. This
selection is repeated until each ant visited every city one time. That is the first cycle in the
algorithm, and the cycle is carried on until reaching the stopping criteria. In each cycle the overall
route is changing methodically as the pheromone matrix is updated.
begin
Initialization of 1rst
population

evaluation

selection
no
crossover

mutation

Stop?
yes
end
Figure 1. Flowchart of basic GA [13]

ACO is dedicated to solve TSP[8][15][16]. Nonetheless, this algorithm has several weaknesses,
such as its performance extremely depends on previous cycle, easy to convergent and stagnant,
and need a long time processing time. This fact causes challenge, the searching space and
computation time of ACO[16].
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begin

Initialization
n_cycles = 0
rst

Initiate 1 city
of each ant
Finding a route of each ant
according to equation (2)
Finding shortest route
no
Update: shortest route of each cylce, best_solution
and pheromone matrix

n_cycles = n_cycles + 1

stop?
yes
end
Figure 2. Flowchart of basic ACO [18]

2.3. Hybridization of Genetic Algorithm Ant Colony Optimization
There are several works based on the hybridization of GA and ACO. Shang et. al. proposed to
hybrid GA and ACO as a new algorithm to solve TSP[19]. GA, in such work, is benefited to
initiate the matrix of pheromone in ACO and to recombine the route from ACO. The author
claimed the hybrid algorithm is more effective compare to the GA and ACO. Duan and Yu
suggested the use of memetic algorithm to find the parameters combination in ACO[20]. The
author claimed this hybridization will simplify in selecting the adjustable parameter in ACO
where human experience is needed and in most cases depending on coincidence. Jin-Rong et al.
developed two sub-algorithms based on GA and ACO hybridization that is covering up the
weaknesses both algorithms[21]. ACO is employed to help GA to eliminate the appearance of
invalid tour, while GA is used to overcome the dependency on the matrix of pheromone in ACO.
Al-Salami developed a combination of GA and ACO by incorporating each basic method as a
sub-solution generator and followed by selecting the better sub-solution as a new population in
the next iteration[23]. In this work ACO is utilized as a temporary solution generator that will be
improved by implementing GA operators iteratively until stopping criteria is reached. Takahashi
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proposed GA and ACO hybridization that is slightly more efficient than Al-Salami work by
extending crossover operator in GA (EXO) to produce better solution generated by ACO[23].
There are two steps to get the solution. First is to use ACO to generate the solution that reached
local optima. The solution creation in this step is repeated iteratively and independent to each
other. Such solution is then treated as a population in GA or in other word it becomes the
chromosome that will be recombined in GA to acquire better global optima. With almost similar
way, Dong et. al. improved the previous hybridization work by inserting GA as a sub-process in
each iteration in ACO[24]. By this proposed work, the probability to tweak the route resulted in
ACO becomes high. However, in the aforementioned works, they did not consider the
dependency of cycle to the previous one to prevent premature convergent in ACO. In this paper,
the chromosomes of GA are utilised to optimize the number of next city visited from each ant, in
order to avoid dependency on previous cycle. Of these chromosomes, the diversity of the tour of
ants can be preserved. The next section presents the detail of the proposed work.

3. PROPOSED HYBRIDIZATION METHOD
3.1. Hybridization technique
The main idea of this paper is to define an appropriate approach to hybridize GA and ACO to find
TSP solution by which constructs the concept combining certain steps in GA and ACO to perform
GACO. Hybridization is also applied to some parameters and variables of GA or ACO that share
same characteristics in the computation, i.e. population size in GA and number of ants in ACO,
number of generations in GA and number of cycles in ACO, and chromosome in GA and Tabu
list in ACO. The proposed technique in this paper is introducing the evolution steps of GA into
the computation step of ACO as shown in the Figure 3 and Table 1. The modification is indicated
in as shaded drawing.

3.2. Chromosomal representation on GACO
In the experiment, the performance of the proposed hybrid method is compared to the basic
methods, both GA and ACO. In that case, a compatible chromosomal representation must be well
designed to be used by GA and GACO. Binary representation is therefore chosen reasonably.
These representations guarantee such solutions, which are obtained by classical operators, are
valid. There is no need to define special operators for these representations. To solve TSP of n
cities, the chromosomal representation is designed as followed:
1. Each chromosome consists of (n-1) groups of gene.
2. The number of genes in ith group is equal to (n-i) bit, so that the total number of genes (Ngen) in
the chromosome follows equation (1).
n −1

N gen = ∑ i

(1)

i =1

The chromosomal representation is shown in Figure 4.
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begin

n_cycles = 0,
Initialization of 1

rst

population

rst

Initiate 1 city
of each ant

Finding a route of each ant
according to equation (2) & chromosome
Finding shortest route
no

Update: shortest route of each cylce, best_solution
and pheromone matrix & next population with
GA operator

n_cycles
= n_cycles
Tambah
siklus + 1

stop?
yes
end
Figure 3. Flowchart of GACO
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Figure 4. Chromosomal representation of n cities
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Table 1. Comparison of details in GA, ACO and GACO.

ACO
GA
GACO
Hybridization on Parameters and variables of the algorithms
Number of cycles
Number of generations
Number of cycles
Number of ants
Population size
Number of ants; it is equal to
the population size
Tabu list
Chromosome
Tabu list and Chromosome.
Tabu list is the representation
of solution. Chromosome is
indirect representation of
Tabu list and chromosome are the representations of solution solution. It represents the
remaining city to be visited by
the ant based on equation (2)
Hybridization on steps of the algorithms
Initialization: Pheromone
Initialization: first population
Initiate first city of each ant
Finding a route of each ant
according to equation (2)
Finding shortest route
Evaluation
Updating pheromone matrix Updating population
and shortes route of each cycle

Initialization: Pheromone and
first population
Initiate first city of each ant
Finding a route of each ant
according to equation (2) &
chromosome
Finding shortest route
Evaluation process is
hybridized on finding a route
Updating population,
pheromone matrix and shortes
route of each cycle

The number of bit 1 is used in ith group of gene to determine the cities that is possible to be visited
by the ants. The determining process follows:
1. Indexes of unvisited cities are defined as a set called allowed.
2. The first visited city is determined by the number of gene 1 in the first groups of gene directly.
If the number of gene 1 is c, then the first visited city is cth index in allowed. If there is no gene
1 in the first group, then the first visited city is the last index in allowed.
3. For the other cities, the number of gene(s) 1 is used in other group of gene and equation (2) to
determine the cities that will be visited one by one. If there is no gene 1 in the ith group of
gene, then the equation (2) is utilized as the basic ACO, all indexes in allowed have a chance
to be visited according to its probabilities. If there is a single gene 1, the visited city is the city
that the biggest probabilities as consequence. And if the number of gene 1 is c, then only the
first-c indexes in allowed have a chance to be visited. Equation (2) is a formula by Dorigo et al
[17] to find the next city to be visited.
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(2)

where α and β are parameters that control the relative importance of trail versus visibility, k is
index of ant, allowedk is the set of unvisited city that probably will be visited by kth ant, i is
index of current last visited city, j is index of next city that visited from ith city, t is index of
time, τ is intensity of trail, andη is visibility.
4. Once a city has been set to be visited, index of this city is removed from allowed.
5. The last index remaining in allowed is the last city visited.
In basic GA, the chromosome represents the solution of TSP indirectly. Below is the process to
decode the chromosome to the solution of TSP:
1. Indexes of unvisited cities are defined as a set called allowed.
2. The ith visited city is determined by the number of gene 1 in the ith groups of gene. If the
number of gene 1 is k, then the ith visited city is kth index in allowed. If there is no gene 1 in the
ith group, then the ith visited city is the last index in allowed.
3. Once a city has been set visited, index of this city is eliminated from allowed.
4. The last city is the last index remaining in allowed.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Experimental parameters
Simulation software is developed to evaluate the proposed method. The simulation runs on IntelCores i7-2620M 2.70 GHz. Following how hybrid technique is evaluated by Takahashi[22] and
Lee[25], result given by the simulator is then compared to GA, ACO, and combination of both.
GA by De Jong (In [26] and ACO by Dorigo et al [17] are chosen. Some arbitrary data are taken
from Library of TSP (TSPLIB1) to be used in the experiment. The data consist of 13, 16, 22, 25
and 35 cities respectively. Each computational time resulted from all methods is assessed and
compare the TSP solutions. Measurements used in this testing are time unit and length unit.
The simulation is performed 10 times with various recommended parameters. Depending on the
number of cities (n), the number of ants (m) or the populations size (popsize), and number of
iterations are adjusted. The best experimental result for each method is obtained by using the
parameters as follows:
1.
2.
3.

1

For basic GA, the crossover probability, Pc is 0.50, and mutation probability, Pm is 0.05. In
addition, the crossover method used is uniform random crossover.
For basic ACO, α is 1, β is 2, ρ is 0.5, τ is 0.1, and a constant of the trail quantity, Q is 1.
For GACO, Pc is 0.70, Pm is 0.05, α is 1, β is 2, ρ is 0.5, τ is 0.1, and Q is 100, except for
the data consist of 25 cities, Pc is 0.90, Pm is 0.1, and ρ is 0.9. In addition, the crossover
method used is also uniform random crossover.

http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/comopt/software/TSPLIB95/tsp/
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For the 5 variations of data, we set the number of ants or the population size 10, 15, 20, 25, 50
respectively, and the number of iterations 100, 150, 200, 250, 500 respectively.
Our simulation shows that this hybrid method is relatively outperformed than its original
methods, especially where the cities more than 20. It is based on the best solution or the average
solution of each method. Only in the experiment with 16 cities, GACO was slightly worse than
ACO. Running time of GACO is slightly longer than the basic methods. GA is the fastest method,
but the GA's solution is the worst. The summary of the simulation is presented in Table 2, and the
comparison of the best simulation results is presented in Figure 5. In every chart, we differentiate
the lines by putting different label in each line.
Table 2. The summary of the simulation.

No
1
2
3
4
5

Data

GA
Solution

Number
Time
of Cities
(s)

Best

13
16
22
25
35

778,92
8765,38
10351,66
1471,78
1278,64

Random13
ulysses16
ulysses22
Random25
Random35

1.0
2.0
2.5
3.0
8.0

Average
867,15
9603,45
10743,26
1563,31
1327,85

Time
(s)
1.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
16.0

ACO
Solution
Best
679,50
7399,98
7604,30
803,21
499,94

Average
683,00
7447,15
7639,82
818,66
499,98

Tim
e (s)

GACO
Solution
Best

Average

1.5 679,50 686,43
2.0 7445,15 7499,86
3.0 7596,92 7634,43
4.0 802,97 815,10
24.0 498,84 499,61

4.2. Result analysis
The experiments show that GA is the worst approach after all. Since GA can fail in any cases
[27], it is definitely unexpected finding, and the propose method absolutely improves the
performance of GA. In the other side, in small amount of data, experiments show that ACO did
not just give the same solution as GACO, but it also gave better solution. It does not mean that
ACO will constantly perform better than GACO because small data merely reflects simple
problem. That advance method is not effective to be applied for simple problem, it is a common
sense.
In the experiment with the large data, the significance of the propose method is very clear. GACO
is not only better on its best solution but it is also better on its average solution. For example we
can compare the best solution for random35. In this case the best solution of GACO is 498.84 and
the solution of ACO is 499.94. It is very small difference solution, but it is significant as shown in
Figure 6. In this case, the hybridization can improve the quality of the solution found by ACO,
i.e. change edge 5-22 into edge 5-8, and edge 8-34 into 22-34.
In the larger amount of data, experiments show that GACO can produce better solutions than the
basics method consistently. It is because in the proposed method, the chromosome represents the
TSP solution indirectly. This chromosome is the initial step to guide the ants in the better solution
construction. The better solution resulted from the diversity of the tour is more than it generated
by the basic method. Since GA element of GACO can preserve allowed cities that different from
allowed cities of ACO, so this hybrid method can avoid the dependency on prior cycle that
commonly occurs in ACO. The insertion of evolutionary element into ACO has been succeeded
improving the performance of searching process. In other word, the better ant colony can feasibly
choose the most considerable cities.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the best solution in the simulation
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All in all, the evolution process to make ant colony becomes stronger than the starting, as stated
in the initial assumption, has been experimentally proven. The fitter ant colony would have a
higher performance than the ordinary colony. In the computational context, we conclude that
updating the pheromone matrix and applying the genetic operators will improve the searching
process.
The hybrid algorithm has more parameters as every basic algorithm brings their parameters into
it. Indeed, we have designed some specific pair of parameters can be fused into some parameters,
in fact the fusion of these parameters still produce a couple more parameters. Hence, we think
that the experiment to evaluate the proposed method with other different parameter combination
is not needed and we assume that the simplification of hybrid parameters is another challenge for
future research.
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Figure 6. The small difference solution procuded by ACO and GACO on large data

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid optimization algorithm based on GA and ACO to solve TSP is proposed
and is then evaluated with some data, both random data and sample data from the library of TSP.
Evolutional process of the GA together with instinct of ant colony in finding the shortest route to
seek food are fully combined and formulated as new optimization method called GACO.
Experimental studies demonstrate that with small amount of data, it shows insignificancy. But on
the big data, it can improve the performance over both GA and ACO. In this case, the solution of
the proposed hybridization method has been significantly improved. However, since this work
only focused on the how to combine GA and ACO procedurally, some parameters of both sides
should be set optimally to get better result and performance in the future.
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